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Welcome to the first installment of our Co-Op Solar 

Newsletter! We are launching a “Solar Learnings” 

series to cover topics of interest to our Co-Op clients 

and friends. Follow-on newsletters will cover diverse 

topics, including regional solar PPA prices ($/MWh), 

firmed and shaped transactions, solar within full-

requirements obligations, old contract re-structures 

and novations, technology and financing news, etc.  

 

To be added or removed from our distribution list, or 

to discuss your resource planning goals and vision, 

please write to sana.ouji@lightsourcebp.com.

We value your relationship and look forward to 

connecting!

For years, co-ops have made strategic energy planning 

decisions focused on low cost and reliability. Solar energy was 

largely out of reach. Today, the story is dramatically different: 

solar is now the cheapest form of new capacity in most States 

and increasingly competitive with conventional supply. Long-

term power contracts for utility-scale solar now compete head-

to-head with wind and natural gas and frequently win on price 

alone. This trend is evident in the Co-Op utility space where 

solar capacity has tripled in the last three years.

INTRODUCTORY NOTE

SOLAR ENERGY IS GOOD BUSINESS

RECENT DRIVERS OF GROWTH IN SOLAR ENERGY
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According to the National Rural Electric Cooperative 

Association (NRECA), 443 cooperatives in 43 states now utilize 

solar as a source of power, with nearly 1 GW collectively 

installed at the end of 2017 (compared with just 37 MW in 2010) 

and 1.4 GWs of contracted capacity in the pipeline. Historically 

fuelled by Renewable Portfolio Standards & regulatory 

requirements, solar energy growth has most recently benefited 

from market shifts; further expanding the value proposition of 

solar power in the market.

“Harnessing the power of the sun is not a new concept. The 
economics are what have changed. The decreasing cost of 
photovoltaic technology, along with other industry dynamics, 
makes it the right time to bring solar energy into our generation 
mix.” - Steve Epperson, Mid-Kansas Chairman of the Board

Cost reductions nearing 60% over the past 5 

years, driven by technology cost declines  

and scale

Lower O&M cost achieved through scale & 

learnings from operating systems over the 

past decade

Improved financing terms & capital availability 

as the technology and business models mature

Plant retirements & aging transmission 

infrastructure drive the need for lowest 

cost new generation

Fuel cost volatility increased financing & 

regulatory risks associated with building 

new fossil fuel plants

Customers demand clean energy alternatives 

and optionality to choose their power source  

Development cost reductions: New realities facing Co-Ops:
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We recommend you consider the following as you develop an outline of your resource needs: 

Solar energy comes with a broad set of benefits but each Co-Op 

customer has different needs and objectives. Are you looking to lock in 

low cost, free-fuel supply? Is your transmission line at capacity and could 

benefit from load reduction? Are you seeking to replace generation 

from a retiring coal plant? Are you and your cities actively pitching to 

attract new load and economic development? Or are you interested in 

demonstrating community leadership first and foremost? 

Co-Ops operate differently from the IOUs; cost sensitivity typically drives 

them towards the lowest cost option. You would want to evaluate your 

risk appetite when looking for a partner that will manage a 20-year 

contract on your behalf. Do you understand the cost differentials between 

on-site (rooftop) and off-site solar? Are you comfortable with the lowest 

cost developer building the project & selling it upon completion to an 

unknown entity? Or do you want to work with a company that will build, 

own and operate the project through the life of the contract? 

Cost reductions in solar modules & balance of system mean that you 

can have a solution that is cost competitive and delivers on community 

and system-wide benefits. As proposals and solutions become more 

“commoditized”, innovation is needed to squeeze out incremental value. 

Keep an open mind and explore innovative energy products and contract 

structures that can help you meet additional objectives.

EARLY CONSIDERATIONS

SOLAR POWER BENEFITS:
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Energy value delivered derived from lower 

system costs, zero fuel risk and long-term price 

certainty  

Community benefits from tax and land revenues 

and local workforce engagement: The U.S solar 

industry employed 250,000 + employees in 2017

Environmentally conscious corporations 

increasingly view clean energy as a siting 

requirement for new facilities (campuses, 

data centers), as they bring along significant 

employment & local revenue 

Capacity value as a that could reach 80% of its 

nameplate capacity and can be combined with 

storage to realize additional value

Preferred delivery shape thanks to peak 

generation when demand is at its highest & 

further complementing the wind load profile

Deferral of T&D upgrades on aging lines & by 

reducing loading on transmission lines that are 

at capacity

Customer & Community: System & Transmission:

What drivers / benefits are most important to you?

Which partnership best fits your business model?

Keep an open mind and embrace innovative solutions
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Depending on your goals, timing, experience level with solar and (importantly!) internal resourcing constraints, you may choose 

a bi-lateral or RFP process to solicit project proposals. Evaluation criteria vary from one utility to the next, but price and execution 

capabilities consistently top the list. In addition to the fundamental criteria, don’t forget the following:

Equally priced projects could deliver widely different 

intangible benefits and non-financial tangible benefits. 

Examples include favorable land position relative to 

the injection point, commitment to local workforce 

engagement, or familiarity with the regulatory 

environment due to existing business relationships. If 

this is your first solar project, choose a partner that 

you can trust to negotiate with in good faith over 

the following 3-12 months…and longer. Your first 

experience with a developer is important as it will likely 

influence your decision to pursue solar in the future.

Like all other capital-intensive projects, utility solar 

projects require a robust risk mitigation strategy to 

ensure quality execution. Solar project execution 

risks could impact equipment availability & costs, 

financeability of the project and/or permitting of the 

site. It is important that the developer has a robust 

supply chain management strategy to navigate 

bottlenecks & tariff risks, competitive financing, & 

development capabilities to obtain required permits 

and meet applicable incentive deadlines that ensure 

project remains economically viable.

Well-designed solar projects are typically scalable 

and can be repeated over time and across the Co-

Op’s injection points to address variety of needs. 

Scalability and ability to replicate projects could result 

in additional savings and would provide Co-Ops with 

improved execution certainty that benefits resource 

planning well into the future. It could also expand 

community ties with large electricity users and/or 

neighboring Co-Ops through joint subscription to a 

larger single project with improved economics.

PROPOSAL EVALUATION

ABOUT US
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Tangible and intangible project benefits Risk mitigation capacity

Scale and replicability of the solution

Lightsource BP is a leading global utility-scale solar developer. Our North America team focuses heavily on 

partnerships with Cooperative and Municipal Utilities to deliver long-term, economic and community benefits 

through solar energy contracts. Lightsource BP differs from competitors in its commitment to localized and 

flexible solutions, customer-focused approach, and financial and technical expertise backed by one the largest 

global energy companies. As a long-term project owner, we are committed to delivering high-quality projects 

and developing strong relationships.

Contact us today!


